We prove a Frobenius reciprocity type theorem for coinduced comodules.
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We shall use comod-C arid cornod-D to denote the categories of right D-and C-comodules respectively, and F to denote the forgetful functor F : comod-C + cornod-D .
THEOREM. For every W E comod-D and every V
which is naturaZ in V and w. 
We have to check that 
Easy calculations show that (C), (D), (F), and (G) commute. (E) may not commute in general, but
commutes, by definition of coalgebra, so (E) commutes in this context.
(2) We must show that
Now since X is aD-morphism,
since Wv is a C-comodule structure map; so as required. If 
